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Using spiritual knowledge
to live in this world
A journal on practical spirituality

This book is dedicated to every human being who has felt the need
to integrate spiritual awakening with day to day living!
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Introduction
I was born in a family where there was a strong emphasis
on excellence and high achievement in every endeavor
of life. My father instilled in all children the value of
performing at peak potential and being kind to every
human being. He gave us a strong spiritual foundation
and emphasized on the balance between material
progress and spiritual progress.

Meanwhile, as I was not performing that well in studies,
I was advised by my parents, teachers and friends to
reduce my spiritual zest and find a balance so that once
again I can start to do well in studies. I heeded to this
call and re-focused my attention to academic text, made
some new friends and went on to become an engineer
and then did an MBA from a reputed institute.

Over the years as I grew up, I imbibed these values and
became a top grade student. While I was fourteen , I
was drawn to spirituality in an unusual way. At this stage
of my life, I read the ancient Indian scriptures through
a series of books written by “Swami Vivekananda”. This
series is called “Complete works of Swami Vivekananda”
and was kept in my Father’s library. It is a very inspiring
series and urges human beings to dedicate their lives
to the realization of the self and outlines a step by step
method of achieving this.

Time and again in my life, the spiritual longing came back
and sometimes became very intense. I used to find that
during periods of intense longing, I would lose interest
in worldly pursuits and only wanted to be with myself, in
spiritual retreats and companionship with other seekers.
During these phases, I travelled a lot and met with some
highly self realized souls who had dedicated their lives
to spiritual attainment. They advised me to slow down
and let the spiritual growth take place naturally without
chasing it while still living a worldly life.

Swami Vivekananda’s writings increased my spiritual
longing to an extent that I lost interest in everything else
and became focused on spiritual attainment. At this
stage my academics took a back seat and naturally got
my parents worried about me.

In my most recent journey, I attained powerful insights
about “who I am”, “the nature of this world” and how to
live life in this world while retaining the awareness of
the self in every moment. Practicing this has given me
deep joy and I feel like the caterpillar has finally become
a butterfly.

The following summer, I came across a book called “The
autobiography of a yogi” by Paramhansa Yogananda in a
bookshop. I had an urge to read the book. I did not buy
it though as I was afraid that it might upset my parents.
The universe however had other plans. The very same
night, one of my father’s friends came and gifted the
book to him. It was like a God’s wink for me. The book
encouraged me to stay focused on spiritual attainment.

I want to share with you my take on practical spirituality
for effortless living.
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CHAPTER 1

KNOWING ONESELF!
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Knowing oneself!
Our inner journey starts when we feel the urge within
us to discover who we are. As Buddha has said that if
someone tells us who we are, it can surely help but we
should always verify the reality for ourselves through
meditation, insight and living.
In my experience, when we ponder on impermanence,
then we become non attached. As we lose attachment
to worldly possessions or relationships, we experience
an overwhelming lightness of being. Life teaches us
impermanence.
We may have a strong attachment to “I” or “Mine” and
this attachment may become like bondage. Take a child
“Sam” for example who loves his toys. He feels happy
when he gets a new toy but feels sad when the toy
breaks. As the child grows up, he makes “friends” and
“girlfriends” and considers them to be his.
Over time he realizes that these relationships are also
not lasting and experiences pain when they come to an
end. Over time, he buys a motorbike or a car and they
make him very happy -. This happiness also does not
last as over time - he needs something else to give him
that feeling of satisfaction.
Now he goes and puts a deposit on a house and feels
happy that he has created an asset. He starts a business
and feels great when the business starts making money.
In time, he gets entangled in all the assets he has created.
His thoughts and imagination are now possessed by
the daily running of his business, managing the - staff,
finances, keeping his car serviced and managing the
various relationships in his life.
On one hand, he feels a sense of elation and attaintment
of success and on the other he despairs that his “peace
of mind” has been robbed away.
Sam decides to take a vacation to Bali and give his mind
a rest. During this vacation, he tries to go in nature and

find out for himself as to how he can get his peace of
mind back. He shuts off his cell phone and puts an
“Away for work” notice on his email.
Sam goes to a forest, sits down quietly but the thoughts
about his business, employees and relationships keep
coming back to him. However Sam persists and stops
focusing on these thoughts. He now notices the beauty
of nature around him.
He looks at a tree and in silence starts experiencing
the serenity of the place. Gradually, as he becomes one
with nature, he can feel the peace and love flowing in
his heart. He now looks inward and finds that all his life
he has been running after material possessions while
happiness has always eluded him.
Sam now discovers true happiness which is within his
heart. He can feel that it was always there. He had just
not paid attention to it. In this moment, Sam starts
feeling more complete. He feels an overwhelming
lightness of being. Sam is no longer worried whether
his business will grow by 34% or 43% by the end of the
financial year.
This is an important milestone in his life. Now Sam
starts thinking that if this is real happiness, then why do
we stress so much on external things. We need more
simplicity, self awareness and love. Sam becomes firm in
his belief that he should let go of attachment to external
things and declutter his life.
Sam flies back home. This time, he creates a sanctuary
in his house and names it “Bali”. This is a place where he
can come any time and relive the “Bali Experience”
He becomes more relaxed and when he goes to work,
he laughs more often and starts giving his “presence” to
people around him. People wonder how Sam does not
get stressed any more and gets more work done in less
time.
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Sam finds that a lot of his colleagues are still entangled
like he was and wants to help them discover the inner
peace which he found in the forests in Bali. He asks some
of them whether they would like to experience more
happiness. He finds that only a few of them understand
what he means. He goes back home to his sanctuary,
finds that place within and asks himself the question. He
can now sense that some of his colleagues are ready
to take the next step in their spiritual awakening while
others will take more time.

The productivity of the company goes up and the clients
start feeling the happiness when they interact with a
person from this company. Many of them mention to
Sam that they really enjoy the experience of dealing with
his company. This gets Sam thinking and he invites some
of the clients to the forest for them to experience the
inner peace along with some of his colleagues. Within
three days, the clients go back transformed and slowly
the trickle down effect takes place in their businesses
too.

Next evening Sam invites some selected colleagues for
drinks and talks about the Bali Experience. He finds that
these people are ready to embrace it. Sam creates a
weekend experience for these colleagues in another
forest a few miles from the city.

When we experience self awareness, we carry it with
us. We exude inner peace and radiance. We stress less
and laugh more. We don’t think about the past or the
future as much. Most of the time, we are grounded in

He shares with them how he went about self discovery
and they all reflect in silence, start feeling the oneness
with nature and the complete creation. They look within
and find the jewel of inner peace resting in their hearts.
This time, Sam’s experience is even more powerful than
before and he can feel the energy pulsating through him
and touching all his colleagues. All of them feel a deep
sense of calm and they can sense that it is for them to
keep.
Sam’s colleagues go back home and create a sanctuary
in their homes. One of them has an idea that they should
create one in the office as well. He proposes this idea
to Sam and they together find a small room where they
can all sit together for a few minutes every day and relive
the experience.
Slowly the word spreads among other colleagues and
they also notice that this group which has had the
experience is always happier, laughs a lot, yet gets more
work done in less time. They get inquisitive and seek
inclusion in the group and their experience. Slowly, most
of the colleagues are practicing this new way of life, in
which they live spontaneously in the moment, never
worry about anything and have more focus and clarity.

the spontaneous awareness of the moment and the
myriads of possibilities within them. Self Aware people
handle crisis with poise as they are never beset with
anxiety. As they abide in the self, they look at everyone
with a heart full of love.
Self realized people never judge themselves or others. If
something goes wrong, they do not focus on who broke
it or how it broke, but how can it be fixed. This attitude
alone makes them a jewel in any place.
If people praise them, they don’t take it seriously. They
can take a compliment but let it go very quickly. If people
criticize them, they will take the learning and move on.
They don’t dwell on praise or criticism, knowing that
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they are impermanent and the next moment will be
ever fresh. If something bothers them, they can always
retreat to the sanctuary at home, in office or in their
heart where the jewel of inner peace is resting.

When we do that, we will look at all human beings with
eyes of love, find contented and joy in simple things and
our happiness will not be affected by the daily changes
happening on an external level.

People like Sam are around us if we care to notice. They
could be our neighbours or colleagues or in a group we
are part of. The real opportunity is for us to discover the
inner peace within us and embrace it.

Recognising impermanence, we will look at everything
outside from the eyes of a person who is sitting at a
riverbank looking at the water passing by.
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CHAPTER 2

Self Awareness and Purpose
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Self Awareness and Purpose
As our self awareness starts developing, we find that our
thoughts and actions flow from the sanctuary within.
We look at the whole creation with eyes of love and all
our actions are inspired by this. We choose to do work
that fulfills our need to enrich the lives of other human
beings. In the moments of stillness that we experience,
we can clearly see what we can do to contribute to the
evolution of mankind, in small or big ways. Whether we
are a singer, musician, artist, author, engineer, doctor
or psychotherapist, the inner joy becomes manifest in
our work and we display a presence that brings out the
genius within us.
If we are in a profession that does not make us feel
fulfilled, we find alternate professions that do so. Our
decisions are not motivated by money but by the need
to serve, love and feel fulfilled. Once we are in tune
with our selves, we tap into the abundance which is
our inherent nature. Our presence and genius attracts
more and more people to us and before we know it we
are making an impact on mankind.
Work now feels like a gift and we wake up every morning
looking forward to sharing the inner joy within us. In
the initial stages of Self Awareness, we need to keep
revisiting the sanctuary to recharge ourselves, but as
it becomes a way of life, we are always in that state of

inner peace and joy whatever we do or wherever we go.
This is a stage in spiritual development from which we
never come back. People can feel our presence and get
drawn towards it. After this stage, we may spend all our
time in lighting the flame in others
The sheer commitment of makinge a difference to
mankind is contagiou. As you see people getting
inspired to live a life of abundant peace and joy, , what
started as one person dedicated to a bigger purpose
often becomes a community of people who identify with
that way of life together making a difference to the world
we all live in.
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CHAPTER 3

Self Realization and Flow
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Self Realization and Flow
When we act from our self awareness, there is a universal
intelligence making things happen for us. This results in
outcomes being achieved with remarkable ease and life
takes on a rhythm and flow. We find the right people
and events take place to make it easier for us to achieve
the goals. If something does not happen, we don’t get
hassled but like the water of a river maneuvering around
a rock, find new ways of achieving the outcomes. We
are never attached to things happening our way but
allow the universe to make things manifest in myriads
of ways. This makes us lighter, easier and stress free.
We act from the place of a witness who is watching
things happen and put in our energy in the right place
at the right time for our purpose to get fulfilled. Being in
synchronicity with the universal intelligence, we achieve
a state of mind which is carefree and in peace whether
at work or outside it.
We find ourselves on a common wavelength with
people who share our purpose and often find them by
coincidence. There is no struggle or craving in our lives
as we are not acting from individual desire but for the
larger goal of furthering mankind. There is immense
satisfaction when we see the difference all around us
and true happiness comes to us. It is a state of mind
where the self is serving the self in a state of love.

We experience timelessness as we are from the place
within us which allways existed and will never cease to
exist. We become fearless because we no longer identify
ourselves with that which is impermanent. Our mind
does not distract us any more but serves us to focus on
achieving our goals.
We experience a state of mindful awareness and
presence. The past and the future have no significance
for us as we realize that this moment is all there is.
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CHAPTER 4

Self Realization and Relationships
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Self Realization and Relationships
When we act from self awareness, we experience a
state of love for every human being. When we look
at a person, we don’t identify with their body, mind or
achievements but we look at the eternal self within
them. In this state, we can only love every human being
and relate to them in an empathetic way. If someone
is in pain, we give them our presence and listen to
them. Having been through our own journey of spiritual
growth, we understand that every human being is facing
his or her unique challenges and our heart is with them.
People can recognize the feeling within us and gravitate
towards us.
In self awareness, every one we encounter is special to
us. Whether the person is family, a colleague, a friend, a
neighbor or someone who meets us briefly in a café, we
give them our complete presence.
This results in happiness around us and we soak in the
energy which is created by our inner self.
When we notice conflict around us, we don’t get
entangled in it or form an opinion. Instead we give the
people who are in conflict our presence and understand
their pain. This generates respect for us and people
come to us seeking peace.

Using our self realization, we can point them in a
direction which will make them understand the drama
that they are getting entangled in. This can result in
them becoming more detached and carefree.
In self awareness, we experience a generosity of spirit
in which we are not weighing the costs and benefits of
relationships. This gives us the power of unconditional
love in which we draw on the unlimited reservoir
available to us and give without expecting anything in
return.
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CHAPTER 5

Self Realization and Money
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Self Realization and Money
Self Realized people act from abundance. When we
draw from the infinite reservoir of universal intelligence,
creating wealth happens with remarkable ease. We
recognize that opportunities to make a difference
are abound and since we serve humanity with total
commitment, money comes to us naturally. Acting
from self awareness, we attract money, people and
situations effortlessly as the universe reciprocates our
commitment to serve humanity.
Acting from self awareness, we don’t believe in either or.
We don’t deprive ourselves to give to others but create
enough for everyone to live a happy life.
We don’t have any greed, nor do we need to hoard
wealth as we know that the infinite self which we abide
in can create anything we want or need without any
struggle.
When we see people who are in need, we act with
generosity and try to make a difference in their lives.
Money to us is just a form of energy and we recognize
that this energy must flow through us to other human
beings.
Acting from the source of creation, we enjoy launching
new enterprises or improving the existing ones. The
enterprises run by self realized people are characterized
by enormous energy, happiness and constant innovation.
The energy is so contagious that it attracts a clientele
which resonates with the team. We can also create
social enterprises which uplift people by generating
meaningful occupations.

This results in enduring success and happiness for the
entrepreneur and his team.
Such teams work with commitment but have a great
time at work because they recognize the self within each
other and have a spirit of camarederie. People are self
motivated and leadership is about inspiration, support
and encouragement.
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CHAPTER 6

Self Realization and Health
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Self Realization and Health
When we act from self awareness, we value our bodies
as a manifestation of the self. We are aware of the
food we eat and prefer wholesome, natural food to rich
food which does not benefit our bodies. Our soul seeks
nourishment from food which has been prepared with
care and good feeling. As our self awareness grows, our
intuition becomes stronger and we can see what type of
food will just satisfy the need for taste and what type of
food is healthy and natural.

In a study of people around the world who lived for more
than hundred years and are happy, it was found that
most of them have been eating less and some of them
do their own gardening or have a veggie patch at home.

The need to eat oily, fatty or junk food goes away and
we are content with eating less and staying healthy.
Such individuals avoid processed foods and stick to
wholesome organic diet.

They tend to have some routines which enables them
to walk, exercise and meditate everyday to keep their
bodies fit.

Self Aware people tend to enjoy cooking as the
experience puts them in a state of presence. The food
they make is nourishing for the body and soul as it is
made with feeling.
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CHAPTER 7

Self Realization and the senses
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Self Realization and the senses
Acting from self awareness, we realize that indulgence
in sensual pleasures will create craving and attachment.
Moreover the senses give us temporary pleasure but
not true happiness. Therefore the self realized soul
neither chases sensual pleasure nor has an aversion
to it. He exercises moderation with the senses and
knows where to draw the line. Buddha explained to his
disciples that getting entangled with the objects of the
senses creates attachment which in turn creates craving
and robs the mind of the jewel of inner peace. People
who get into this vicious cycle forget who they are and
start living in delusion that the body and mind will give
them happiness.
Living in this world, they cannot escape interaction
with the objects of the senses but they keep their gaze
- outward. When they see delicious food or attractive
people, they recognize that these are only temporary
pleasures and choose the higher taste of inner peace
instead.
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CHAPTER 8

Self Realization and Contentment
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Self Realization and Contentment
The self realized soul having found inner peace does
not hanker for anything. He acts from within and enjoys
the contentment and gratitude that comes with this
awakening. He recognizes that the nature of life is
change and ebb and flow are part of life. He knows that
seasons change and there is a time for everything in this
world.

Along with contentment, he experiences gratitude.
He thanks life for the experiences which made his
awakening possible and appreciates all the people in the
world as an extension of his self.

This insight results in serenity and acceptance. When
things happen as planned, he smiles. When they do not,
he is still at peace.

He is humble as he recognizes that everyone else, the
whole creation is also the ocean and that our lives are
meant to be a celebration in togetherness and love.

When earlier, he used to see himself as the wave in the
ocean, now he sees himself as the ocean.
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Conclusion
I want to thank all of you who have given me the opportunity to share with you. I can feel it within my heart that the time
has come for us all to embrace spiritual values and integrate them into daily life. By doing that, we come as shining
lights who awaken humanity day by day. In this alone lies our fulfillment.
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